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RETURN OF THE HALL MONITOR

As any teenager will tell you, nobody likes
a snitch. When it comes to the antics of
the adolescent, rarely is unwanted
disclosure or unsolicited intervention
met with appreciation.
And yet, in
observing the conduct displayed recently
throughout many fields in our nation’s
business sector, similar sentiment rang
true across corporate America, and the
moral “high road” was rarely found to
intersect with the path most traveled. The
health care industry was no different, and
any strict constructionist interpretation
of the Hippocratic Oath usually limited
“do no harm” to the delivery of patient
care in its most literal sense, foregoing
the machinations conspiring behind the
scenes to keep a hospital’s doors open in
the face of a souring economic climate.

The ethical transformation in health care
that gained momentum one score and
seven years ago has its origins in a law
signed on March 2, 1863, by the president
famous for the words “four score and
seven years ago” uttered that same year.
The False Claims Act (the “FCA”), also
known as “Lincoln’s Law” and the
“Informer’s Act,” has evolved considerably
since its enactment to become the
“primary litigative tool for combating
fraud.” Indeed, the FCA has altered the
health care landscape so profoundly that
even General Sherman would be envious
of that single individual who now stands
in prime position to survey the fraud and
abuse behemoth from on high: Meet the
modern day hall monitor, your Chief
Compliance Officer.
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The path from Lincoln’s Law to the
2 0 1 0 P a t i e n t P ro t e c t i o n a n d
Affordable Care Act is anything but
linear, and today’s Chief Compliance
Officer must navigate through
amendments, reconciliations, the
1981 introduction of civil monetary
penalties for health care violations,
the infamous Ethics in Patient Referral
Act of 1989 (also known as the Stark
Law), the anti-kickback regulations,
and an ever expanding cadre of
codified exceptions and advisory
opinions. An apt description comes
from the writings of Judge Billings
Learned Hand: “Much of the law is
now as difficult to fathom, and more
and more of it is likely to be so; for
there is little doubt that we are
entering a period of increasingly
detailed regulation, and it will be the
duty of judges to thread the path
through these fantastic labyrinths.”

Though compliance veterans know
the health care industry lacks the
functional equivalent of an ordinary
day, constant vigilance in overseeing a
company compliance program must
be the mantra of any Compliance
Officer. While a company’s code of
conduct and its written policies and
procedures for compliance are
intended to provide structure and
focus, certain industry-wide “at risk”
areas demand equal attention. Ten
years after receiving guidance from
the OIG, some tasks have not
changed, such as maintaining the
integrity of company data used by
state and federal governments for
payment purposes, monitoring any
possible violations of the everexpanding fraud and abuse laws, and
ensuring that the company’s policy
relating to drug samples is both
understood and obeyed.

Finding the right compliance officer is
no easy task, especially with a job
description that implicitly includes
“must read minds and be able to
understand hundreds of pages of
regulations on command.” The
scrutiny under which communities
find themselves in modern American
health care is no anomaly, and the
myriad rules and regulations in the
last decade alone are flanked by
nothing less than advice from the
Office of the Inspector General and
the highly anticipated final rules
issued last month on transparency
disclosures and reporting of physician
ownership or investment interests by
manufacturers of drugs, devices, and
biological or medical supplies
covered by most federal health
programs. Known as the Physician
Payments Sunshine Act, the industry
must now report payments to
physicians and teaching hospitals each
year, as well as certain ownership and
investment information relating to
group purchasing organizations.

Behind a door that never closes due
to the Chief Compliance Officer’s
company-wide accessibility, lunchtime
is spent trying to enjoy a home made
sandwich and non-alcoholic beverage
while reviewing marketing expenses
relating to entertainment, recreation,
travel or meals, not to mention gifts,
gratuities and other business
courtesies. A healthy lunch will be an
advantage for tackling that first
afternoon assignment, the careful
review of company compensation
arrangements with its sales agents.
Only a rested and watchful eye should
pour over data that includes the
identity of the sales agent, amounts of
compensation, the agent’s relationship
with actual or potential providers, any
marketing or promotional activity
involved, the company product or
products at issue, and the target
audience for the sales agent.
This article can be found in its
entirety at:
www.craiggarner.com/publications.
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THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT:
A NOT-SO-LITTLE TRAIN THAT MUST
Finally free from the uncertainty of
looming elections or Supreme
Cour t decisions questioning
constitutionality, modern American
health care can now be compared
to a speeding train serving infinite
destinations, with conductors and
passengers alike learning the routes
along the way. Public transportation
is usually forgiving, as the tardy or confused passenger
always has the opportunity to catch the next train,
but such is not always true in matters of public health.
Whether fan or foe of the Affordable Care Act (the
ACA), this epic codification of health care reform is
something that America cannot afford to miss.
At the time the ACA was passed in March 2010 by a
margin of seven of the collective 431 Congressional
votes, few of those involved had any real working
knowledge of the 10,909 sections contained within the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, which were
quickly adjusted and finalized by Congressional changes
the following week in the form of the Health Care and
Education Reconciliation Act. Weighing in at over 900
pages, hindsight makes it clear that the ACA was only the
beginning of the Federal Government’s plan to
restructure the nation’s health care system, a fact that
has been compounded by an estimated 70,000 pages of
further regulations in the three years since President
Obama signed the ACA into law.
For those still looking for their ticket to ride the health
care train, the following is a basic overview of this notso-simple law:
Patients: Eventually this category may include everyone
in America. Under the ACA, Congress hopes to insure 30
million of the nation’s estimated 50 million uninsured.
For those under the age of 26 who have a parent with
health coverage, those previously excluded due to a
preexisting condition, or those simply unable to afford,
let alone understand exactly how to obtain health
insurance, the ACA will certainly come in handy.
Sponsored in part by the World Wide Web as well as
each state choosing to participate in Medicaid
Expansion, the ACA is determined to eliminate all
obstacles that may stand between patients and coverage.
Payers: While it may appear on the surface that the
days of payers are numbered, the fact remains that the
ACA will fail without their participation. Armed with
nothing more than an individual mandate and a seemingly
insignificant obligation for employers, payers are leading
the charge to 2014 with a zeal unfazed by such factors as
medical loss ratio requirements, the end of lifetime
limitations, heightened scrutiny over future premium
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increases in excess of ten percent, the establishment of
accountable care organizations that do not need their
support, and the overwhelming obligation to peddle their
products from a fishbowl on an internet site that
resembles Travelocity.com.
Providers: If nothing else, the ACA may force providers
to serve their public with a smile as focus shifts
dramatically from a formerly cost-based system toward
one that gauges success or failure based on patient
experience. This new era of performance is marked by a
Value-Based Purchasing Program for hospitals and
physicians, additional penalties for patient readmissions
and enhanced pecuniary punishment whenever
expectations fall short or something goes wrong. Add to
this an unprecedented federal focus on the elimination of
fraud and waste, and one can only hope that these
changes will not further compromise the already tenuous
financial position of the providers, whose presence is the
very cornerstone of our modern health care system.
The Gamble: As patients, payers and providers jockey
for position under these new regulations, it remains
unclear exactly how the ACA will reduce patient health
care expenditures that result in nearly twenty percent of
the nation’s gross national product without putting
payers and providers out of business at the same time.
The literal solution, which in some ways will prove to be
an incredibly large gamble, is innovation. At the heart of
the ACA lie tens of billions of dollars to be directed at
finding new ways to improve upon the delivery of health
care in the United States. In doing so, its primary goal is
to transform a super-sized, over-utilizing society into one
that focuses instead on health and fitness, and as such its
structure is supported by an army of preventative
measures designed to ensure that we the people for
whom it provides stay the course. Regardless of whether
the nation can afford the inherent risks associated with
this type of psychological restructuring in today’s
troubled economy, this is the founding principle upon
which the ACA has built its new designs.
Three years and 70,000 pages later, in many ways the
ACA did not create a dramatic shift in America’s health
care system. However, the fact remains that for health
care reform to work, the change must be made not by
providers, regulators or administrators, but by the
patients themselves. If the current health care structure
is to survive and flourish, those who benefit must
evolve. Make no mistake, the ACA train has left the
station. With a little luck and a bit more fortitude, we
can all find a comfortable place from which to enjoy the
ride.
Nursing Home Compliance: Under the
Affordable Care Act, Medicare and Medicaid certified
nursing homes must have in operation a compliance
and ethics program that is effective in preventing and
detecting criminal, civil and administrative violations. It
should also promote quality of care initiatives. The
deadline for nursing homes is March 23, 2013.
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MEDICAID EXPANSION: TRACING THE TRUE VALUE OF A FREE LUNCH
By 2014, the Affordable Care Act will rely heavily upon Medicaid, as the program continues to evolve from its humble
origins in 1965 to become part of the new foundation of a restructured American health care system. In the three
short years since the passage of the Affordable Care Act, Medicaid has become the “dark horse” successor to Medicare
in its attempt to reform a rapidly failing system while at the same time expanding health care to the nation’s estimated
50 million uninsured. Nearly five decades since its creation by an act of Congress, Medicaid is at last poised to steal the
spotlight away from Medicare and change the course of modern American health care for decades to come.
The last fifty years have seen Medicare emerge to find itself the basic blueprint upon which the nation’s health care
system rests. The recent proliferation of the use of the term “Medicaid” is largely a result of the effects of the
Affordable Care Act. Across the nation preparation has begun for an unprecedented expansion of Medicaid within a
regulatory system already riddled with complexity and questionable financial stability. If that were not enough, last
summer’s landmark United States Supreme Court decision not only cemented the nation’s familiarity with the term
“Medicaid Expansion,” but it also sparked a constitutional battle that combined health care and federalism in ways
reminiscent of the party divisiveness seen between the states preceding the American Civil War. In deciding that
Congress has the authority to offer funding for states to expand Medicaid by 2014 without imposing retroactive
financial conditions, the Supreme Court created a federal chasm that at least four of the Justices did not believe
possible.
The resultant cracks are already beginning to form, though not because the four dissenters simply miscalculated the
will of the individual states. Even after recognizing the historical importance of Medicaid, Congress and the Judicial
Branch perhaps failed to embrace just how fundamental the program may soon become. To be sure, Medicaid is but
one of several theoretical options for the estimated 50 million Americans without health insurance who intend to
avoid a $695 penalty/tax beginning in 2016. However, it is certainly on the short list of practical solutions for the tens
of millions who may be left without health insurance.
This entire article is forthcoming and will be available at www.craiggarner.com/publications.

TWO STRIKES AND CONTRACEPTION IS OUT
On February 1, 2013, the Federal Government issued proposed rules that may finally end the contraception controversy
and its challenge to the Affordable Care Act’s commitment to preventative services, including addressing requirements
relating to all FDA-approved contraceptive methods, sterilization procedures, and patient education and counseling for
all women with reproductive ability.
The proposed rules lower the bar for employers engaged in secular and religious purposes, as well as those religious
employers who hire outside the fold. The latest version acquiesces to eligible organizations opposed to contraceptive
coverage, finally offering absolution from certain legal requirements. In essence, the proposed rules let these employers
practice what they preach.
When first announced in August 2011, the inclusion of contraceptive care as a mandatory component in the employer
promotion of preventative services sparked a First Amendment inferno that many thought threatened the Affordable
Care Act as well as a number of additional federal and state laws. Others disagreed that contraceptive care was
sacrosanct, either on its own or as part of health care reform. Nevertheless, the Federal Government partially recanted
this requirement by delaying its implementation for certain entities by an additional year. It then offered regulations in
February 2012 as a compromise, keeping contraceptive care in the gamut of preventative services, but creating a
temporary enforcement safe harbor for objecting employers. In doing so, this tithe provided the Federal Government
with some time to sort things out, and as the case appears, repent.
Some 200,000 comments later, the preventative services coverage rules lower the burden so employers can sidestep
certain separations between church and state. Specifically, employers who seek sanctuary under the proposed rules
must: (1) oppose providing coverage for some or all of the previously required contraceptive services on the basis of
religious grounds; (2) exist as a nonprofit entity; and (3) represent themselves as a religious entity, all of which must be
established through self certification.
This entire article is forthcoming and will be available at www.craiggarner.com/publications.
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